
A Day in a Delta Flight 

 

 The Hammer was relatively quiet that late morning. Things had just quieted down after 

their last assault and moral was pretty high. They had eviscerated the Rebels in their last 

operation. The Rebels had no idea what had hit them and had sustained heavy losses. The real 

impressive feat however…zero casualties for the Empire. It was a true wash and an impressive 

display of the “Hammer” being dropped. Ruthless…calculated…efficient… and the actions of 

the entire unit as a whole spoke volumes. There was no need to brag as reports spoke for 

themselves. Now the ship was enjoying the spoils of victory, which were simply a few days of 

high moral and down time. Nobody was going to get harsh treatment or constantly observed as it 

was a time for more lax behavior because they had earned it.  

 Cronch awoke in his bunk feeling refreshed and without a care in the world. 

Well…obviously got to sleep in. He thought to himself. He stretched his arms and arched his back 

yawning and preparing to put his feet on the ground. However, instead of feeling the cold metal 

flooring that would send chills up his spine, he slid his feet into his cozy Porg slippers. He 

always thought the little things were kind of charming. The entire flight had given him quite a bit 

of flak for those. Cronch didn’t care at all, his feet were warm and didn’t make contact with that 

icy floor. Ranger had told him he “shouldn’t feel cold at all as he was already so cold he was 

blue.” Cronch chuckled to himself thinking about that… “Yeah yeah I’m Pantoran…very 

funny.” He said softly to himself. He walked over to the coffee pot in their room. The room was 

relatively large with racks on each side of the wall, the lights actually being able to be controlled 

by a switch at the door. It was a somewhat typical barracks room on an ISD, the regular light 

being a bright white light, almost blinding when you initially wake up, the dark light being a 

deep and ambient red so that you could see but it would not keep you awake. A table sat in the 

middle of the room with 4 metal chairs…lockers lining the walls in between the racks. You 

could faintly hear the ships hospitality system blowing out of the ventilation, it was a soft hum 

that tended to help Cronch fall asleep. In the morning it served the opposite though, the brisk 

chill down your neck as you sat at the table. 

 Hehehe they are gonna love this. Cronch thought to himself. He was gonna flip the light 

to white and it would be a blinding wake up call. “WAKE UP YA TURDS!!” Cronch yelled as 

he flipped the switch…but nobody was there. WOW…not even gonna wake me for breakfast huh. 

Cronch wasn’t really annoyed though, they probably tried to be considerate while leaving the 

room. So Cronch sat down at the table and sipped his coffee for a moment. He began to reflect 

on the battle the day before. It was intense but they had the upper hand. The MC75 and it’s 

escorts were blissfully unaware that their comms had been intercepted. VA Phoenix had made an 

excellent call ordering the ship to abide by Emcon Zeta. Some of the members aboard the ship 

were irritated, they could not write or radio home to speak with their families. It was a quiet day 

or two in pursuit of the Rebel force…but man was it worth it. The Rebel fleets response time was 

abysmal…their shields were not even primed and the raider shredded through the escort cruiser 

while bombers conducted their runs almost unscathed. Delta was able to burn the opposite 



cruiser almost out of space as resupply Reaper’s were following close behind, providing a 

constant resupply of proton bombs. With the Cruisers gone and a Raider primed and ready to go 

Delta simply made an ordinance change in the ISD and were right back out starting their 

Flagship run alongside Alpha, Beta, Epsilon, Lambda, and the rest of Delta. It was Devastating.  

 Cronch began to finish his coffee, put on his flight suit which was neatly hung in his 

locker. He slipped on his boots as he sat on the edge of his rack and exited the room. “Good 

morning Lt.” A trooper said as he walked the passage way. “Good morning! How’s the patrol 

going?” Cronch asked as he continued down the passageway. Their boots in unison making crisp 

metallic clanks as they walked down the hall. “Not too bad sir…guess we don’t have to worry 

about any rebels huh? You guys really cleaned them up yesterday!” The trooper said 

enthusiastically. “I appreciate the compliments. You guys worked with precision logistically in 

the hangar…don’t think we don’t notice that. You had those reapers loaded and ready to go 

before my preflight was even complete.” Cronch smiled as he told the trooper. The trooper had 

his helmet on so Cronch could not really see a reaction but the Trooper responded after a pause. 

“I appreciate that sir. We do what we can!” The trooper said back. “Well just know we 

appreciate that. Everyone performed flawlessly and I am sure VA Phoenix couldn’t be happier!” 

Cronch said happily.  

 They had reached the end of the passageway and it was time to part ways. He waved to 

the trooper has he performed his facing movement and turned to continue his duties. Cronch was 

hungry and needed to get to the galley quickly or the breakfast would have for sure been picked 

apart with nothing but scraps left for him. That’s the price you pay though sleeping in. Cronch 

thought to himself. He approached the galley doors and they swiftly slid open. The galley was 

still noisy and tons of people were still eating. It was noticeably louder and more crowded as 

people were all in good spirits after the victory. Man today is gonna be a good day. Cronch 

thought. He scanned the room looking to see if he could find the rest of his flight. He even 

listened to see if he could hear any of their voices…but the room was booming with life and way 

too loud to make them out.   

Cronch approached the line to get breakfast, and was not disappointed! The items were 

French toast with sausages and an omelet. Alriiiiiight. We did something right huh. Cronch was 

really liking the way the day was shaping up. He approached the drinking area and grabbed a 

glass of blue milk and placed it on his tray. He made his way over to the condiment section to 

grab some something spicy for the eggs. There he glanced over the menu for the lunch and 

dinner courses. Ronto wraps…that’s what I’m talking about! Dinner sounded absolutely 

delightful as Ronto wraps were some of the ships favorite meals. Cronch began to look around 

the room as he got his breakfast in order. Still no sign of his flight. Hmmmm… He wondered 

where they could possibly be. “They are in the hangar Lt.” A voice came from behind him and 

he turned to see who it was. “Ahh good morning sir! Thank you!” Cronch said respectfully. It 

was CPT Highlander, his uniform spick and span, boots well shined and grooming standards 

impeccable. His lightsaber something to behold as it glimmered in the Galley lighting. He was a 

bit of a mystery to Cronch as he had always been respectful and great superior to work under.  



However there was so much about the CPT’s very presence that…sort of begged you to 

wonder his age and much more about him. Truly shrouded in mystery. It was his eyes…Cronch 

had always been taught on Orto Plutonia that a persons eyes will reveal much about their very 

soul. When Cronch looked into CPT Highlander’s eyes…there was something there but Cronch 

couldn’t quite put his finger on it. It eluded Cronch and that bothered him, but it was never 

negative…it was just simply a mystery. Something much deeper than the eyes could see rested 

behind that man. “Uhm….can I help you?” CPT Highlander said to Cronch. Cronch had been 

staring at him and completely lost the track of time. Yikes how incredibly awkward…. Cronch 

panicked. “Uhm no sir. My apologies. Lost in thought is all!” Cronch replied quickly. ‘Well 

please don’t think right here. Was beginning to think you had a stroke or something.” CPT 

Highlander snickered. “Absolutely sir. Have a great rest of your day!” Cronch quickly exited the 

galley carrying his tray to the Hangar to meet up with the rest of his flight.  

He walked down the long passageway, the halls being lit vibrantly by the Sun from the 

adjacent planet. The light reflecting and highlighting all of the metal and chrome trims within the 

hallways. The metal still clanking under his boots and the sound of mouse droids frantically 

making their rounds on the floor. Mouse droids always amused Cronch as they were such spastic 

little things. However the mouse droids were moving slowly and methodically almost as if they 

were basking in the sun. Cronch could feel the rays of the sun on his hands, it was a feeling he 

loved.  I love it when they leave the shutters open… He thought to himself. He rounded the 

corner and began to approach the large hangar doors. He wanted to get in there and see what 

everyone was up to.  

Ksshhhhhh 

The Doors opened and he walked in. “HEY! I BETTER NOT FIND A DAMN FORK 

OR FOOD ON IN MY HANGAR LT! YOU HEAR ME?” A voice yelled from the Platform 

above him. Yikes….it was the Maintenance Officer. Eating or bringing things into the hangar that 

weren’t for flight was highly atypical and could be very frowned up. Last thing you want to do is 

to FOD out a bird. “Yessir! It wont be a problem I assure you!” Cronch yelled out to the 

Maintenance O. “IT BETTER NOT BE OR DELTA IS GONNA BE FOD WALKING THIS 

HANGAR UNTIL IIIII AM TIRED.” The Maintenance Officer responded. “Cronch over here!” 

He heard a voice come from behind the Ordinance bay. Cronch began to walk that way. 

The hangar was massive. Ties lined the walls and the middle of the room was clear with a 

giant silver pad. It was always clear as it was the lift used to bring other ties from storage into the 

hangar. The dull hum of the ship moving through space was a lot of what could be heard as there 

wasn’t much going on. An occasional wrench drop would break the silence or someone laughing. 

The floors were jet black and the lighting was bright. As Cronch began to walk his way over to 

where he heard the voice he continued to have to step over hoses and wiring that were being used 

in the tie maintenance bays. The ties looked like skeletons with their gray paint and black 

accents. The cockpits dark and empty almost looking like the black eyes of a rancor. He 

continued and crossed the hangar looking to the side of the entrance. The blast doors were 

open…a transparent shield powered by a gen being the only thing separating you from the great 



black abyss that was space. It was beautiful to behold. The white dots and circular bright blobs 

decorating the black canvass of the unknown.  

 “Hey! How did you sleep? You knocked out after last night!” It was Ranger. 

Ranger was the Flight leader and a great one at that. Always friendly and ready to talk to his 

members. You couldn’t let his smile and friendly demeanor fool you though…he was a 

competitive and ruthless pilot. A seasoned bomber that you would not want to be up against. You 

would likely find yourself on the other end of a Tie rotary cannon, the flashing green and high 

pitched crackle being the last thing most Rebel pilots saw and heard when they faced his bomber. 

“Pretty damn good. I see you guys were up about normal time…but where is everybody else?” 

Cronch replied. He was surprised the rest of the flight wasn’t there with him. “They just walked 

into Maintenance control. They wanted to look at their ADB’s to see how their Ties were doing 

and what had been done after the fight yesterday!” Ohhh….I should do the same.. Cronch 

thought to himself. “Maybe I should join them then huh!” Cronch replied. Ranger laughed “You 

have plenty of time to do that after you eat. Go sit next to your bomber and have some quality 

time with it!” Cronch was also a Bomber in the Flight.  

Ranger and Cronch began to walk to his bomber…it was just a few maintenance bays 

down. Its white  horizontal markings still there and the decal of the Krayt Dragon scuffed due to 

some close calls from yesterday. The ships had run at his bomber head on almost disintegrating 

in front of him…the debris peppering his ship “Gonna need to touch that up…” Cronch said out 

loud. “Well sooner or later you wont have to! Eventually these Rebellion pilots are gonna learn 

to quit jousting us! How many of those little A-wing snacks did your Bomber eat yesterday?” 

Ranger asked. Ranger was right, in the chaos of battle the other day…the Rebels were only able 

to scramble their A-wings as they were the quickest to preflight and launch. With the little 

warning they received, there were not many X wings that were able to scramble much less B’s 

Us or Ys. “Not enough too be honest. The Dragon is still hungry but did great work for me the 

other day.” Cronch snickered back.  

“What is that?” Ranger interjected. “What?” Cronch responded confused. “ That right 

there?...you see it?” Ranger was pointing outside the hanger through the shield. The ISD was 

starting to round the planet and something stuck out. There were small gray spots appearing on 

the horizon. Just barely out of view. However…then Cronch noticed…the spots were 

APPEARING. “Jumps…”Cronch said firmly… “The Scum are coming out of hyper space…” 

“GET IN YOUR BOMBER NOW!” Ranger barked! “I will alert the others and hit the 

alarm! Remove your hoses first and make sure you have fuel before you jump in!!” Ranger 

yelled as he was running to Maintenance Control.  

“HEY WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING?!” The Maintenance Officer screamed at 

Cronch. He was frantically removing his Bomber’s hoses and support systems. His fuel was 

good and it seemed the data pad on the Maintenance cart showed no issues. “HEY!!! WHAT!! 

ARE!!YOU!!DOING?!” The Maintenance Officer screamed again. Just then the Alert siren 

sounded as Cronch jumped into his cockpit. The Lights in the Hangar bay Immediately went red 

and separate horns began to go off alerting all pilots it was time to Scramble. How the hell did 



they get the jump on us this time? Cronch thought to himself. He did not have time to really 

ponder that right now. The gray specs were growing in numbers and a few were larger than the 

others… 

It was go time. He grabbed his helmet resting on his seat and dawned it. His Tie engines 

began to howl to life as initiated the power system. Every systems was coming to life and he 

began to check his kill-stores. Multilocks were loaded, Goliaths loaded, Jet Engine heating up. 

Power Shunt set to all laser while auxiliary control set to engines. A truly ruthless flying style he 

had learned. This allowed almost infinite laser charge through shunting and boost being ready to 

go quickly. Power management would be essential to this flight style…but if handled 

properly…its deadly to fly against. It was time…The helmet powered on and Cronch 

experienced the change within himself. The helmet was almost like a mask, or perhaps it was the 

opposite…maybe it revealed his true nature. The hairs on the back of his neck raised and his 

breathing slowed…The fires in his mind and soul had awoken. His very body language and 

thought process shifting to a lethal machine. Every move in the cockpit was deliberate, every 

system…calculated.  He was in his element and it was time to show the Rebellion that he would 

not allow such terrorism to breathe…no…exist. 

“You ready?” The voice crackled over his intercom…it was Ranger  

“No quarter, no mercy…” Cronch Replied. The Dragon had awoken as the Engines 

howled at full power. Thrust still sitting at zero…waiting for the launch call. 
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